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About This Game

This game is currently a Beta in Early Access and may not contain all of the features listed here yet, or they may be
only partially implemented as place-holders. There will be some bugs and missing content. The ending sequences are
currently missing and a WIP. More features and assets will be added as development progresses! Also, this game is

very challenging, and shouldn't be purchased unless you enjoy a challenge.

Escape: Sierra Leone is a single-player exploration-based survival first-person game. Focused around complete freedom and
interacting with a vibrant world, it takes place on an island chain based loosely off of the real life Banana Islands, along the coast

of Sierra Leone. There are approximately 21 square kilometers of terrain to explore, fight, survive and escape from. You start
with no weapons, no supplies, no idea of where to go – getting those is up to you. No magic quest arrows pointing where to go,

no forced objectives or missions.

Set during the 1997 civil war, the main antagonists are the Revolutionary United Front, a notorious group rebelling against the
government. The RUF have occupied the Banana Islands and are on a hunt for diamonds; recruiting who they can and killing,

maiming, or enslaving those they can't.

You play as a civilian trying to escape the island. Throughout the game, you are forced to make a series of choices that will
eventually lead to you making your escape. Everything from how to approach your attempted escape, to how you interact with

other people can have an affect on how everything plays out in the end. The game is totally open and you are never given
"quests" or "objectives" beyond simply escaping. You may have encounters during the game in which you are asked to help

someone. These are completely open, you can fulfill their request, or simply ignore them, or even kill them, if you wish.
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In the 1.0 release, there are at least four methods of escape, and a minimum of 8 different endings that are influenced by
choices you make throughout the game. Both of those numbers are likely to rise as development progresses. A compact and
simple inventory system will make you think about what food, ammo, guns, or items you want to carry. Combat, while not

mandatory in any way, is fairly realistic and very brutal. Each bullet hit or wound causes an appropriate animation and sound
effect, for both NPCs and the player.

Key Features:

Seamlessly scavenge the entire island for supplies you need to survive, from a banana to an AK-47. No invisible walls or
loading screens.

Engage in immersive and realistic combat... or don't, if you're the sneaky type.

Around 21 square kilometers of hand-painted landscape and vegetation gives you a ton of area to explore.

Using a simple and intuitive 12 slot inventory system, make the hard call on which items to keep and which to leave
behind.

Realistic bullet physics that factors in gravity, wind, and speed into every individual round – all of which can effect
penetration, damage dealt, and accuracy.

Death comes in more forms than bullets; avoid disease, dehydration, starvation, car crashes, wildlife, and falls.

24 hour day/night cycle with a weather system that includes rain of varying strengths, wind, and a 28-phase moon cycle.

Discover and protect safehouses, they are your only chance to save your game and serve as a good spot to stockpile
supplies or clean weapons.

Find and fuel different kinds of vehicles, from a diesel powered truck to a gas powered motorboat. Walking won't get
you anywhere fast!

Interact with the environment; from picking a lock, to opening a door, to cooking food on a campfire, to chasing a
school of fish, to hunting the local wildlife, there are many ways you are involved in the dynamic world around you.

Get lost in the thick jungle, or stroll around the sweeping beaches.

Detailed weapon handling including loading and unloading loose rounds into magazines, cleaning your gun, clearing
jams, and the option to "quick reload," which drops your old mag on the ground, but reloads faster.

Explore an unforgiving, although deceptively pretty island. Never forget how easily the island can and will kill.

Hand placed loot allows for a logical placement of items, instead of leaving it up to a random spawning system.

No hand-holding or magical GPS-like maps or arrows to push you to success, it's all you!

Very limited HUD and a focus on immersion and realism. The HUD is only visible when you prompt it to appear.
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Title: Escape: Sierra Leone
Genre: Adventure, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
Reborn Games Inc.
Publisher:
Reborn Games Inc.
Release Date: 5 Dec, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: X64 Windows 7, 8, or 10

Processor: Quad-core Intel or AMD, 2.6 GHz or faster

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia 760

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 25 GB available space

Additional Notes: System requirements are high in early access, but should come down with time. Nivida cards seem to
perform much better than their counterpart AMD cards. Linux, Mac, and 32 bit OS will be supported at a later date.

English
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should put in yard moves from flushing main street into yard,yard to main street,rearranging yard,moving train sets in yard,into
storage tracks or shops. Childhood game you can play for hours still is good even as an adult! 8\/10 overall rating. Very short
game in general its like a mini-game with a highscore thing built in where you just play more and more just to get an affinity of
points.. Short game but awesome gameplay. I miss games like this. took me 2h to defeat all bosses on normal.. I love it it does
amazing 8-bit music. Plusyou can just use premade notes if you don't have to to make you own.. Very short, but also fun,
particularly as it adds in numerous block types.
Id like to see a fleshed out UI with proper options. Id like to see a whole lot more levels with the block mechanics. I didnt mind
the third dimension so much but perhaps it should be limited to a plane to better control puzzle ideas. In general the whole thing
could be bolstered on every level and sold as a more complete product.

but at this price point its a fun proof of concept game worth the pennies just to have a play through or two.. Takes a little too
long to stretch its wings with some alternate rules, but the puzzles are logical, stylish, and fun. Would recommend, and would
encourage the devs to add some DLC puzzles that take additional advantage of the later rules. :)
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Kinda good, free to play.... Best game 2017. Warning if not 18 or older this game will be very frightening, putt putt travels
through time is the story of a drunken alcholic go through his crazy fever dreams, Dr.Firebird is his drug dealer and all his items
represent different troubles in his life, he loses them all after going through rehab, but on a quest to get them back he falls down
the spiral of drugs and alchol once again, please proceed with caution.. cool little shooter that is fun but only takes around an
hour tops to complete. The devs did fairly well on capturing the doom feel but putting it into a more modernised universe. my
only critisim, is that when i beat the boss, nothing happened, the pillar in the middle just span. completing it again, i got the
acctual ending.. I had played it very very long time ago, so i bought it. It is still fun.. I bought this a while back during a 
https://groupees.com/software2 bundle and at the time it was a few dollars loss. Zoom Player would only play a few formats
making VLC far superior. I decided to see if the program has aged and matured and it has, by a very small amount Now it can
play a DVD @@!! I tried to play a physical dvd with vlc player but it thought it was a blueray !>!>!> so i tried zoom player and
wow it works and it ZOOOMS. The start of the series, Awesome game.. The first day at school can be stressful, especially for a
blind kid. Eight-year-old Ian is happy he can bring his guide dog North along, and he will direly need him as things turn ugly
during the preparations of Blue Norholm School's centenary celebration.
Luckily Ian is not alone but has North and the player to help him find his way to the library, the gym, up and downstairs, the
cafeteria...
Hampered by tank-like controls and a rigid camera angle like in an old-school horror game, we pilot North either with or
without Ian by his side.
Actions in game are limited to the necessary: sneaking, running, barking, to explore every section and lure enemies away to open
up the path for Ian.
The tightly defined camera and controls are no real default but another means to increase the retro-ish tension through gameplay
alone, adding to the macabre atmosphere visibly drawn from Tim Burton movies such as Frankenweenie.
Yet don't let yourself blind by Ian's Eyes' eye-catchingly cute graphics for the game gets difficult right after the start requiring a
strong learning curve to continue, and playing until the suprising end takes quite some patience plus lines to be added to the
merciless death counter.

Ian's Eyes can be tough, but overcoming the most difficult sections with strategy and skill is rewarding in itself for players that
like mastering challenges. Sindie Games\u2019 debut title certainly merits being played and enjoyed.

Read the full user review on: http:\/\/www.gamespot.com\/ians-eyes\/user-reviews\/2200-12712571\/
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